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Now renamed HMS Protector, the 5,000 tonne displacement vessel has been modified 
by the Royal Navy for its new tasks. The flight deck was moved aft and the requirement 
to be able to launch and recover a 30ft 10 ton boat was introduced.

Vestdavit responded to the requirement by custom designing and installing the most 
advanced davit it has ever made. The HN-10000 davit is computer controlled and has 
independent winches with wave compensation. It can safely launch and recover the
10 ton survey boat James Caird VI in sea state five and in extreme cold temperatures.

What works for the Royal Navy in the Antarctic also works for the oil and gas industry 
working in extreme conditions. That is why several HN-10000 systems have now been 
ordered. They will amongst others be fitted to the new PGS seismic vessels being built 
by Mitsubishi in Nagasaki. 

The standard davit is SOLAS compliant. NORSOK R-002 compliant versions can be 
configured for Norwegian installations.

The computer controlled wave compensation allows the boat to remain level while 
hooking and unhooking in heavy seas.

The davits are operated by a remote control unit which operates all main sequences. 
The operator receives feedback on an integrated display. This all makes the operation 
safer and more secure – especially in adverse weather situations.

bjornar.dahle@vestdavit.no

Extreme davits for extreme conditions
The Antarctic is a tough environment. That is why 
the UK Royal Navy leased the Norwegian ice-
breaker and polar research ship Polarbjørn as its ice 
patrol and Antarctic research vessel. And it is why 
owners GC Rieber turned to Vestdavit to extend
the capability for the vessel by making it possible to 
handle a large survey boat in extreme conditions. 
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Vestdavit designs, supplies 
and supports tailor-made 
solutions for launching and 
recovering boats in difficult 
conditions at sea. 

Our range of boat handling 
systems and davits are the first 
choice of navies, coastguards, 
seismic survey operators,
pilot authorities and offshore 
operators who need to be able 
to operate small boats safely 
from larger vessels.

www.vestdavit.no
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Bergen-based GC Rieber Shipping has a unique competence in offshore operations
in harsh environments. It currently operates eighteen advanced special purpose vessels. 
As one of the very few companies that specialises in the Arctic and Antarctic shipping 
business its cold competence is in demand. 

The group owns and operates three vessels with very high ice capability. Of these the 
Ernest Shackleton is on a bareboat charter to the British Antarctic Survey and HMS 
Protector is on charter with the Royal Navy as its ice patrol ship in Antarctica.

Karl Scheen is the superintendent responsible for HMS Protector. “The Royal Navy man 
the ship,” he explains. “I act as technical adviser.” In that capacity he helps the Navy
get the best out of boat handling. “When we chartered out the ship she had five davits 
already,” explains Karl. “As they work a lot in shallow waters we added a new Vestdavit 
workboat davit to handle the Navy’s big RIB. They were very happy with that in their
first season. But they also have a larger workboat which they launched with a crane.
To make that safer and to extend the operational window we have now fitted the larger 
Vestdavit workboat davit system. We are just finishing commissioning. It will give them
a much great capability in the Antarctic.”

Karl explains that he chose Vestdavit equipment for two reasons.
“First we have a long relationship with Vestdavit and have their
equipment on most of our ships. Those ships work hard in tough 
environments. We don’t get trouble with the davit systems and we 
have a good relationship with Vestdavit. Second, as we have a lot
of Vestdavit equipment on this ship it makes sense to keep to the
one supplier. That way at service and inspection time one team
can do the lot.”
www.gcrieber-shipping.co.uk  www.gcrieber.no

More companies are taking advantage of 
Vestdavit’s After Sales Database. The database 
is web-based and holds details of the davits 
owned by the clients. That enables them to 
track service requirements, locate manuals and 
drawings and to order spare parts easily and 
quickly. The database securely houses GA 
drawings, certificates, user manuals, service 
reports and annual inspection certificates. It is 
fully web accessible around the clock.

hilde.laupsa@vestdavit.no

Cold competence of GC Rieber 

Growing after sales support

Karl Osmund Scheen HMS Protector 

Multi boat demand grows

Demand is lifting off for Vestdavit’s 
new PLRS-3600 sliding davits. 
These ultra-compact single arm 
davits can handle boats up to
7.5 metres safely in sea state four. 
The sliding system means they 
can be deployed by the vertical 
part of the ship’s side yet stowed 
out of the way. Wave compensa-
tion, shock absorbers and remote 
control can be tailored to operator 
needs. Two recent orders for the 
systems are for Ugland’s PSV to 
be built at Kleven and Gulf 
Rederi’s PSV to be built at Simek.  
sven.w@vestdavit.no  

Sliding davits lift off

Sliding
davit

Demand for multi-boat handling 
systems is growing, and demand 
for davits tailored to servicing wind 
farms is also taking off. Vestdavit 
discussed several new multi-boat 
systems with new and existing 
customers while at ONS in
Stavanger. At SMM in Germany 
davits to handle wind farm service 
requirements were in demand.
All these systems are now under 
development, tailored to the 
specific requirements of each 
operator. At both trade fairs there 
was extensive interest in Vestdavit’s 
advanced boat handling systems. 
That reflects the high level of 
offshore activity and also the trend 
to operate in more challenging 
environments. That in turn 
demands better equipment. Which 
is why operators turn to Vestdavit.

rolf.andreas.wigand@vestdavit.no



Vestdavit is already well-advanced in its planning for compliance with the new 
safety standards applicable to lifting equipment which will become effective in
the Norwegian oil industry by 1 January, 2015.

The new NORSOK R002 regulation is valid for all life-saving appliances. All existing 
equipment must be upgraded to meet the new regulation, the main purpose of which
is to establish acceptable levels of safety for the protection of lives, property and the
environment. NORSOK R002 calls for greater redundancy, higher safety factors, higher 
hoist/lowering speeds, dynamic loads, and independent safety systems for vital parts.

Vestdavit has already received several requests for davits to comply with the new
regulation. “Vestdavit will be able to supply single-point FRC davits for boats of up to
5 tons, and also two-point lifeboat davits from 10 to 20 tons,” says Area Sales Manager 
Bjørnar Dahle. “We have already delivered several davits which have most of the new 
features and safety precautions called for in NORSOK R002, so we have a head start.
The risk assessment in NORSOK R002 stipulates that knowledge and experience of 
design, manufacturing, installation, transportation, assembly, dismantling, use,
maintenance, incidents, accidents and damage related to lifting equipment must be 
collected and used by the designer to assess the risks associated with lifting equipment 
during all phases.”    

bjornar.dahle@vestdavit.no

Vestdavit has delivered the first of a new generation of high capacity offshore 
davits for use with 12 tonne daughter craft. The PAP-12000 offshore davit has
an anti pendulation docking head, wave compensation, shock absorber, painter 
boom and wire feeder. The davit is fully SOLAS compliant and is capable of 
launching and retrieving daughter craft in up to sea state five. The first PAP-12000 
davit was delivered to Simon Møkster’s PSV Stril Mariner.  

The davit was specially designed for the harsh environment of the northern North Sea.
Its advanced features make launch and recovery of large daughter craft much safer than 
existing systems. The new design is expected to lead to high demand from North Sea 
operators of rescue vessels and PSVs.

   atle.kalve@vestdavit.no

PSV Stril Mariner
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Vestdavit has head start in NORSOK R002 planning

Offshore daughter craft davit

The first davit in a series of 16 PLAR-6500 davits for Austal’s fast patrol 
boats has passed its Factory Acceptance Test. The test was carried out
at Vestdavit’s production facility at Fedje. All davit functions including
over- load test were successful. The davit will be shipped to Australia for 
installation on the first Cape Class Patrol Boat being built for the Australian 
Customs.  sven.w@vestdavit.no

Patrol boat davits pass factory tests

Launching and recovering boats offshore is exciting. Vestdavit can share that excitement 
now with a film of its PLAR-3600 extreme lightweight davit in action during crew training
on board the Royal Swedish Navy’s corvette HMS Malmø. The PLAR-3600 davits had 
recently been installed. The shooting took place on a day of windy and rainy weather 
outside Karlskrona. The PLAR-3600 davit is custom made for the Swedish navy and is 
skid-mounted for plug and play installation. The whole installation with HPU, hydraulic oil 
and skid weighs just over 3000 kg. See the film at: http://bit.ly/S56tHP

Action online
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Atle comes from a small island in the North Sea, called, like his surname, Kalve.
The sea is in his blood and he trained as a naval architect and worked in fisheries 
before joining Vestdavit. “The turning point for us was in 1990,” he says. “In the Piper 
Alpha disaster the only people saved were saved by boats on Vestdavit systems. We 
got a call from the UK asking for thirty of our systems. I jumped on a plane and flew
to confirm exactly what they wanted. From there on we were established as being the 
people to come to for the most innovative boat-handling systems, always ahead of 
regulation.”

A large part of Atle’s time is taken up satisfying the needs of major navies around the 
world. “It was a big day for me when we got the order to supply the davits for the US 
Navy’s new CVN aircraft carriers in 1997,” he says. “Now we build exactly the system 
they need for each warship for a number of navies and coastguards. It is always 
challenging, and I love that.”

What Atle doesn’t like much is the slow pace of international safety regulation. “It takes 
too long to update safety rules,” he says. “When they change the rules they specify 
davits we were supplying ten years ago, and they leave in too much old stuff which is 
now dangerous. In the offshore industry and for warships we can design and supply 
systems with the latest technology, making them much safer. Shipping likes to build
to the rules, so they are always behind our innovation.”

When Atle is not working he can be found making trips in Norway’s rugged mountains 
or out fishing and lobster potting from his namesake island. “In the mountains and
on the ocean I can relax,” he says. “But of course now I have a new granddaughter,
so that gives me a new priority. A new baby gives you a new perspective.”

Vestdavit’s clients have been benefiting from Atle’s single-minded perspective to give 
them the best boat handling systems in the world for thirty years now. They will be 
benefitting for a lot longer. “As long as there are new challenges, I’m going to find new 
answers,” he says.

atle.kalve@vestdavit.no

Atle Kalve loves challenges. If you ask him his 
job title at Vestdavit he will say he is there to
find answers to the challenges of clients. That
is what he has been doing since 1982, when he 
joined Vestdavit as a naval architect. Today he
is the development director and a part-owner. 

“When someone wants to do something really new 
and difficult, they come to us,” he says with pride. 
“We only do one thing. We design and make and 
support the best boat-handling systems in the world. 
That’s why people facing big challenges come to us, 
and that’s why I love my work.”

Safe davits
depend on safe people 

Vestdavit AS
Damsgårdsveien 143
N-5160 Laksevåg
Norway

Tel +47 55 54 92 00
Fax +47 55 34 24 04
post@vestdavit.no
www.vestdavit.no

Vestdavit strengthens team

Contact

Growing demand for boat- 
handling systems means 
Vestdavit is growing too.

has joined Vestdavit as 
CFO. He is going to 
simplify and speed 
finance functions. 

Call any of us to hear how 
you can benefit from 
working with Vestdavit.

has joined our
technical team as 
project engineer. 

Vikas Patel

has joined our
service team as
service engineer.

Henrik R. Daae

has joined our
service team as
service engineer.

Gisle Haugan

Lorentz Olsen 


